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Low-power digital design has been a widely researched area for the past

twenty years. The growing demand for mobile computing made low power an

especially important quality for such systems and encouraged researchers to

find new ways of reducing power dissipation. Aggressive voltage scaling was

recently published as a new paradigm for reducing power dissipation in digital

circuits and the use of soft-edge flip-flops is one such technique in this category.

In this thesis, we propose a soft-edge flip-flop topology that is better suited

to implement the soft-edge property compared to the previously published

implementations. In addition, we present the effectiveness of the soft-edge

flip-flop technique by applying it to a practical VLSI design implemented with

the TSMC 0.18µm standard cell library. Using HSIM transistor-level SPICE

simulator, we show that at least 25% power reduction is achievable in the

whole circuit with a negligible area overhead.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The increasing demand for mobile computing and the inability of the

current battery and cooling technology to keep up with the increasing circuit

power consumption have led to formation of power/energy constraints on the

design of digital circuits. With newer process technologies and more aggressive

designs, these constraints have become increasingly harder to satisfy, forcing

designers to either trade performance or area for low power or investigate

more sophisticated power reduction techniques such as dynamic voltage and

frequency scaling or aggressive voltage scaling.

In this study, we investigate a circuit modification that can be applied

to critical-path flip-flops of a clock-synchronous digital design to create ex-

tra slack margins which then creates an opportunity for either increasing the

clock frequency to boost performance or scale down the voltage to reduce

power. This technique can also be classified as an aggressive voltage scaling

(or aggressive deployment) method since it allows the circuit to operate at

lower voltage levels or higher frequencies than allowed by the worst case tim-

ing margins. Aggressive voltage scaling achieves this by first over-scaling the

supply voltage at levels where setup time violations can occur and then de-
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tecting and recovering from these rarely occurring timing errors with a lower

energy overhead than what is gained by over-scaling.

Two different flip-flop structures are proposed to apply this technique

to critical paths of a digital design after synthesis.

1.1 Motivation

Historically, power dissipation has been a secondary design consider-

ation for VLSI designers compared to more competitive metrics of operating

frequency and die area. With the emergence of portable electronic applications

such as cell phones and notebook computers, achieving low-power became one

of the main design considerations since this determined the battery life for

such applications. Furthermore, as the process technology developed, more

and more transistors were packed within the same die area with a higher

switching frequency. Consequently, power density has increased considerably

for common high-performance systems such as desktop PCs and more sophis-

ticated and expensive cooling methods became necessary to overcome the chip

heating problems. As a result, low power design became necessary not only

for mobile applications but also for AC-powered high-performance systems.

In the following section, some of the important past studies in the low-

power digital VLSI design area are presented with an emphasis on transistor-

level methods as our proposed method is also a member of this subset.
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1.2 Prior Work

Low-power / low-energy circuit design has been investigated at differ-

ent levels for a long time. The methods explored under the low-power digital

VLSI design field can be grouped under four main categories according to the

design hierarchy; Algorithm (Architecture) Level, Logic (RTL) Level, Circuit

(Transistor) Level and Device (Process) Level. The techniques belonging to

each category can be further classified as Design-Time or Run-Time depend-

ing on when they are applied. According to the type of power dissipation

they affect, they can also be classified as Dynamic (Active) Power and/or

Static (Leakage) Power reduction methods. Dynamic power is defined as the

transistor-switching power dissipation due to charging and discharging of ca-

pacitive loads and instantaneous short circuit currents. On the other hand,

static power is clock-independent and is caused mainly by subthreshold and

junction leakage currents.

A detailed literature survey of low-power VLSI design techniques de-

veloped until 1995 can also be found in [1].

1.2.1 ALGORITHM (ARCHITECTURE) LEVEL METHODS

Power reduction methods classified as architectural usually bring dif-

ferent higher-level solution approaches to the design problems rather than

trying to improve or optimize the existing ones at lower levels of design hier-

archy. These methods aim to achieve an optimum point in the power-area-

performance space of the design by introducing algorithmic-level or system-
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level modifications such as usage of concurrency, change of system architecture

or optimization of the embedded software. Modifications made at this level

may sometimes also require changing the circuit at the system level, and they

may also create additional optimization opportunities at lower-levels of the

design hierarchy [2].

1.2.1.1 Use of Concurrency

Concurrency, or parallelism, can be used to process multiple indepen-

dent data faster. For combinational logic, one way to accomplish this is by

having several parallel instances of the processing block and then distribut-

ing and collecting the data at a speed multiplied by the number of parallel

instances. Another way is to pipeline the combinational logic by inserting

clocked registers through the delay paths of the circuit so that the critical

path delay is divided into several smaller delay paths. As a result, calcula-

tions belonging to different input data sets are carried on in each pipeline

stage, ideally multiplying the hardware utilization by a factor equal to the

number of pipeline stages.

In both of these techniques, a performance increase by a factor equal

to the amount of concurrency (either the number of parallel instances or the

number of pipeline stages) is obtained in the best case. The delay overheads

due to the extra circuitry (such as combinational (de)multiplexer delay and

register setup & clock to data delays respectively) or input data dependency

cause a drop in this performance increase to some extent. In any case, this
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performance boost can be traded for lower supply voltages and therefore lower

power consumption, converting the gain into the power/energy domain [3, 4].

1.2.1.2 Reformulating the Problem

The largest improvements in both performance and power domains are

obtained with this approach. Reformulating the problem means finding an im-

proved algorithmic/architectural solution to the existing design problem which

will reduce the number and/or the complexity of tasks required to complete

the operation.

A few examples to this technique could be the selection of a better-fitted

algorithm to solve the problem, hardware resource reallocation & rescheduling

at system level or optimization of the software running on the same hardware.

All of these approaches potentially improve the energy-delay product to a

great extent since they usually reduce both the energy and the delay of the

tasks needed to complete the operation. It is indicated in [4] that, assuming

a constant instruction energy, if the number of instructions in a program can

be reduced by a factor of k (k > 1), the energy-delay product will decrease by

k2, yielding the best energy-delay product improvement among all reviewed

techniques.

Another study by Su et al. [5] proposes a microprocessor architecture

and a software scheduling algorithm for low power. The aim is to reduce the

logic switching activity at the memory address bus lines by using Gray code

addressing instead of binary code addressing in the microarchitecture. The
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motivation for this is that due to temporal and spatial localities of the dynamic

instruction stream and the data, it is a high probability that the next address

of instruction/data memory access will be adjacent to or near the previously

accessed one. Therefore, Gray coded addressing will produce the least number

of bit switches between the changing addresses. This approach yields a 24%-

58% switching activity reduction at the instruction address lines (7.91% for

the data address lines) [5]. It should be noted that the effect on the total

power reduction is not indicated in this study and may be insignificant for

newer technologies as the memory addressing accounts for a smaller part of

all logic. The instruction scheduling algorithm given in this study is called

cold scheduling and it tries to achieve lower power by ordering instructions in

a way to produce less switching activities in the logic. For this purpose, the

data dependency graph of the program and the switching activity/power costs

of each instruction pair are used to generate the power-optimal instruction

ordering. The results show a 20%-30% reduction in switching activities of the

input and output latches of the control path circuit while the overall energy

reduction is again not indicated.

1.2.2 LOGIC (RTL) LEVEL METHODS

Logic level power reduction methods mainly aim to reduce the internal

circuit switching activity through modifications at the logical gate level for a

given architecture. For this purpose, various factors effecting switching activity

such as glitches, state assignment and logic synthesis were investigated by
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researchers.

1.2.2.1 Finite State Machine Synthesis

Finite state machine optimization for low-power was investigated by

Roy et al. in [6]. Given information about the likelihoods of transitions be-

tween states, which can be obtained either by analysis or simulation, the state

assignments (encodings) can be made such that the number of bit transitions

is the lowest for the state pairs that have the highest transition possibilities

between each other. To achieve the lowest number of bit transitions, the Ham-

ming distance between such states should be made as small as possible. To

obtain the optimal state assignments, the authors propose minimizing an ob-

jective function which is equal to the sum of all transition edge probabilities

weighted by the Hamming distances for the respective states. The motivation

for this idea is similar to the Gray coded memory addressing method in [5],

but it can be applied to any finite state machine regardless of the system type.

1.2.2.2 Logic Synthesis

The previously mentioned study [6] also looks into ways of minimiz-

ing the area and the switching activity of combinational logic circuits. The

proposed synthesis system called SYCLOP takes power savings as a synthesis

objective together with the literal count (and hence area) reduction. Through-

out the logic synthesis, various alternatives for implementing the target logic

expression are discovered and the one that has the best area versus power
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reduction trade-off is selected. The results for the SPICE simulation of an

MCNC benchmark circuit show 20% power reduction when SYCLOP synthe-

sis is used compared to the normally synthesized circuit with the same number

of transistors.

One other study on sequential logic optimization [7] aims to reduce in-

ternal switching activity by first selectively precomputing the combinational

logic outputs one cycle before actual computation and then disabling the in-

puts to the combinational logic in the following clock cycle if precomputation

has succeeded. The authors present an algorithm to find the optimal set of

inputs that will result in the best probability of precomputing the output and

hence yield the most reduction in the switching activity. Precomputation ar-

chitectures for multi-output functions and multi-cycle precomputation cases

are also presented. Results for various benchmark circuits show switching ac-

tivity reductions in the range of 0%-75% with marginal increases in the circuit

area and delay.

Leakage power reduction through logic level manipulations has also

been a focus of attention for researchers [8]. The idea is to find the lowest

leakage state for a combinational logic block and assign the corresponding

input vector to the inputs when the circuit goes into the standby mode. An

algorithm based on random input vector sampling is presented to find a good

low-leakage input vector. Whenever clock gating is applied to put the circuit in

standby mode, instead of keeping the last input vector, the circuit is modified

to go to the low-leakage state by switching to the corresponding input vector.
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While the effect of this extra switching was not analyzed, a standby period long

enough should be able to provide a considerable power reduction. Simulations

for the ISCAS-89 benchmark circuits are done with a sample set size of 100,000

vectors. A maximum of 54% reduction in the leakage power is obtained for the

lowest-leakage vector compared to the largest-leakage vector and this result is

presented as the potential (best case) savings.

1.2.2.3 Glitch Filtering

Glitches (also called dynamic hazards) are caused mainly by different

delay path lengths in the logic network. These path mismatches cause a gate’s

inputs to have wrong values during a transient period and a short pulse signal

(or a series of pulses) may be generated at the output. These unnecessary

pulses may propagate through the logic network and dissipate power at the

gates they pass through. While path balancing is a common way to equalize

the delay paths and therefore prevent glitch generation, this requires addition

of extra gates and may increase power due to the increased capacitive load in

the circuit [2]. Therefore, instead of this method, it is more desirable to replace

the existing logic gate stages with complex gates of equivalent functions where

possible. This modification not only inherently provides glitch filtering and

activity factor reduction, but also in most cases reduces the overall delay and

the power consumption of the combinational logic.

Another approach to eliminate glitches in sequential circuits was stud-

ied in [9]. Authors propose to add or change the location of existing flip-flops
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in the circuit to filter out the propagating glitches. Since a flip-flop is a syn-

chronizing element, its output is only changed at a clock edge, ignoring all

spurious transitions before this instant. Although the addition of a flip-flop to

the circuit increases the load capacitance, power savings may be possible if it

is inserted at a high-capacitance node with many glitches. Similarly, existing

flip-flops in the circuit may be relocated to high-fanout, many-glitch nodes to

decrease dynamic power dissipation. However, during this process, the effect

of changing switching activities in the circuit should also be considered. Au-

thors present an algorithm that heuristically finds candidate flip-flop nodes

based on the amount of glitching going on at the node and the probability of

propagating such glitches through the fanout gates of this node.

1.2.3 CIRCUIT (TRANSISTOR) LEVEL METHODS

Many circuit level power reduction methods targeting different sources

of power dissipation have been proposed since low-power design started to

become an extensively studied area. The common property of the methods at

this design level is that they are implemented by schematic-level modifications

usually without any necessity of knowledge about the logical functionality or

the physical implementation of the circuit. On the other hand, some of these

methods create constraints on the other design levels, especially the device level

(process technology), to implement the modifications of a proposed method.
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1.2.3.1 Circuit Families

Different circuit families have been researched and developed with many

distinct specialties such as high performance, low area, robustness or process

implementation easiness. Several families were also proposed for low-power

designs as an alternative to regular CMOS logic.

Dynamic CMOS logic has been one of the earlier alternatives proposed

for low-power designs as well as high-performance ones. Significant reduction

of the parasitic capacitances due to replacement of the PMOS network with a

single precharge transistor, elimination of all dynamic hazards (glitches) and

also the absence of the short-circuit (crowbar) current make dynamic logic

seem like a very good candidate for a low-power circuit family at first glance,

However, high switching activities due to the periodic precharge operation,

the need for an extra clock generation and distribution network and other

overheads such as the keeper PMOS and the charge sharing effect usually

cause this family to dissipate much more power than regular CMOS [3].

Another candidate family investigated for low-power circuit design is

the pass-gate logic [3]. Due to the fewer number of transistors needed to imple-

ment a logic gate, smaller gate delay and the non-inverted logic characteristic

makes pass logic an appealing alternative for energy efficient designs. In spite

of this, non-complementary pass logic families have a threshold voltage drop

occurring at each gate and therefore require swing restoration circuitry for

correct operation. For complementary pass logic, the number of transistors is

often close to static CMOS and logic signals are required to be dual rail. Also,
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the drive strength is usually worse than static CMOS since the output signals

are driven by input signals instead of power rails. A detailed comparison of

several common pass-logic families and the regular CMOS family is presented

in [10]. The results prove CMOS to be superior to pass-transistor logic from

power perspective except for some special circuit applications that contain a

lot of XOR gates such as adders and multipliers.

A different approach for reducing power dissipation was introduced with

charge-recovering or adiabatic circuits [11, 12]. While logic families proposed

under this category can use different methods to recover power, most of them

use periodic power-supplying signal lines called power clocks instead of regular

VDD & GND power rails [13, 14, 15]. Power clocks are periodic signals usually

having low frequencies and using them instead of constant voltage power lines

significantly reduces the power dissipated in transistors during the charging

or discharging of the capacitive load. Therefore, most of the charge energy

stored in the load capacitance can be recovered. Nevertheless, the need to

operate these circuits at very low frequencies compared to regular CMOS logic

causes their energy-delay product to be much worse and makes them suitable

only for very specific circuits where speed is not a concern. A comprehensive

comparison of different adiabatic logic styles is also presented in [15].

1.2.3.2 Multiple Supply Voltage Domains (Multi-VDD)

Due to the quadratic dependence of dynamic power dissipation on the

supply voltage, many of the circuit-level power reduction methods try to reduce
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the supply voltage while causing no or minimal speed penalty to the circuit.

One such method to implement this idea is the use of multiple supply voltages

in the circuit [16, 17].

The basic idea of having multiple supply voltage domains is to run the

critical paths of the circuit at a higher supply voltage to meet the performance

constraints (i.e., operating frequency) while running the remaining lower-delay

paths at the lower supply voltage to reduce the power in these paths without

affecting the overall operating frequency. The partitioning can be done at

various levels such as for each gate or for each block.

The presence of different voltage levels in the circuit requires voltage

interfacing with level converters at the low-to-high voltage transition bound-

aries. Therefore, it is preferable that the number of these level converters is

minimized to save area and power. An algorithm to perform improved parti-

tioning at the gate level is proposed in [16].

The optimal number of discrete voltage supply levels was investigated in

[17]. It was found out that while adding a second supply to the design yields

big power savings, the additional improvements obtained by adding further

supplies is very limited.

One final note is that despite the significant power savings with the use

of multiple supply voltages; this method was not commonly used in digital

IC design until recently due to practical challenges of implementation. Some

examples to these challenges are the difficulties of generation and distribu-
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tion of multiple supply voltages and the complications in the layout and the

verification process [2].

1.2.3.3 Leakage Reduction

Many different methods were researched to reduce the subthreshold

leakage [2, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Mainly, these methods fulfill this goal by using

long-channel transistors, increasing the threshold voltage or reducing the sup-

ply voltage. However, it is also important to note that minimizing the leakage

does not necessarily produce a power-optimal design. While low-threshold

and/or short-channel devices have higher static leakage power, they can also

be operated at lower supply voltages for the same delay of a low-leakage device.

As lowering the supply voltage globally reduces both the static and

dynamic power, it is usually more beneficial to allow high leakage currents in

power-optimal designs. This static-dynamic power trade-off is investigated in

[18, 2]. Nevertheless, leakage reduction is especially advantageous and essential

for non-critical paths of the circuit where the extra slack can be easily traded

for smaller leakage.

More detailed information on various leakage reduction methods in-

cluding the long-established techniques such as transistor stacking and using

long-channel transistors as well as more novel approaches such as Dual VT

partitioning, Multi-Threshold CMOS (MTCMOS), Variable-Threshold CMOS

(VTCMOS) and Adaptive Body Biasing can be found in [2, 19, 20, 21, 22].
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1.2.3.4 Subthreshold Logic

Operating circuits with supply voltages below the transistor threshold

voltage has been proposed for ultra-low power operation [23]. This circuit

design methodology is usually targeted towards special application areas where

high performance is not essential but the low energy/power dissipation is the

main requirement. Some examples to these products are digital wristwatches,

medical equipment like hearing aid and pace-maker systems and also emerging

electronic applications such as wireless sensor networks nodes. All of these

designs aim either to work without a battery or operate for years without

needing to replace it.

In subthreshold logic, transistors operate either in the weak-inversion

mode (ON state) or the cutoff mode (OFF state). The drive current that

charges up and discharges the load capacitance is essentially the same type of

current that causes static subthreshold leakage. This very low drive current

allows the circuit to consume orders of magnitude less power than regular

strong-inversion circuits at the cost of having much longer gate delays.

Since the delays and the clock periods increase exponentially when the

supply voltage is decreased below the threshold, the leakage energy per cycle

is in fact increased as VDD is made lower in the subthreshold region. This

interesting fact causes the lowest energy operating point of circuits with low

activity factors to be at supply voltage values greater than zero [2]. As the

activity factors are usually very low with ultra-low power applications, their

energy-optimal supply voltages can be close to or even larger than the threshold
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voltage.

Variable threshold and dynamic threshold subthreshold logic families

were proposed to increase robustness and tolerance to process and tempera-

ture variations [23]. Dynamic threshold subthreshold logic family is especially

interesting and easy to implement as the only required change is basically the

connection of the body terminal to the transistor gate. This change makes the

effective threshold voltage of the transistor lower when it is turned on giving it

better drive strength while it goes back to the regular threshold voltage value

when the transistor is turned off. Notice that this modification is not allowable

for normal strong-inversion region circuits as it will cause forward biasing of

the body-source PN junction at higher supply voltages.

1.2.3.5 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Management

Runtime power reduction methods recently attracted more attention

as new and more efficient ways to save power are researched for mobile and

other battery operated computing devices. Consequently, several different

run-time techniques that adjust the voltage and/or the frequency dynamically

to address different variable operating conditions were developed. One cate-

gory of these techniques exploits the fact that the computational demand is

variable over time and the full system performance need not be delivered at

idle or low-load periods. Therefore, the system can tune itself dynamically

between several runtime operating points optimized for different performance

and power requirements. This trade-off is done by adjusting the supply volt-
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age and/or operating frequency at runtime based on workload estimation or

measurement. Detailed case studies for workload based runtime power man-

agement are presented in [2].

Another category of runtime power reduction methods allows adapta-

tion to effects of variable process parameters (VTH variation) and environmen-

tal conditions (changing temperature and power supply noise). Consequently,

supply voltage is reduced to the lowest possible value at runtime to save power

whereas in a conventional design, safety margins would be needed to account

for each of the mentioned effects.

One of the first variable supply schemes with a digital feedback con-

troller was reported in [24]. An adaptive supply voltage system was presented

which monitors critical path replicas and adjusts the VDD to the minimum

allowable voltage level at which the replicas still operated correctly. The

output of the critical path replica monitor is periodically accumulated in a

programmable counter and this accumulated value is provided to adjust duty

cycle of a DC buck converter. Finally, the output of the buck converter is fed

to a low-pass filter to average the pulse waveform and provide a stable supply

voltage to the chip.

In recent years, dynamic frequency control was also implemented in ad-

dition to the dynamic voltage control, forming Dynamic Voltage and Frequency

Management (DVFM) systems. One comprehensive study of this method

presents the implementation of a DVFM module in an ARM926 microprocessor

system with four 128-bit wideband 16-Mb embedded DRAM blocks and addi-
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tional peripheral devices such as a DSP, an Audio IF block and a 2-D graphics

engine [25]. The DVFM system can be thought of as separate Dynamic Voltage

Control (DVC) and Dynamic Frequency Control (DFC) blocks to understand

it better. DFC block consists of an activity monitor and a frequency adjuster.

The activity monitor collects activity information from embedded DRAM, bus

and CPU and produces a workload rating value where the frequency adjuster

takes this value to adjust the system operating frequency accordingly. On the

other hand, DVC block obtains delay information from a critical path monitor

and controls an off-chip DC-DC converter to obtain the lowest possible VDD

in the circuit. The critical path monitor used in this system does not work

on a direct copy of the actual circuit critical path. Instead, an adjustable

delay synthesizer is used to model the critical path with three different char-

acteristic delays (Gate, RC and rise/fall delays) and this allows for reusability

in other designs with different critical paths. A pulse is passed through this

delay synthesizer to a delay line gauge to measure the critical path delay with

some resolution and then the DC-DC converter is controlled accordingly to

reach a target delay value. Overall, this DVFM system adjusts the system to

both changing workload conditions and to process-related and environmental

variabilities. The authors have measured the effectiveness of the DVFM tech-

nique by testing it with two different applications running in the presented

microprocessor. The net percentage power reduction due to adaptive power

management (DVFM) is given as 40% for the MPEG4 playback application

and 82% for the PIM (scheduler) application.
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1.2.4 DEVICE (PROCESS) LEVEL METHODS

Until recent, technology shrinking and improvements in the process

technology have been one of the most effective motivators that improve the

energy efficiency. Ideally, the classic constant-field or constant-voltage scaling

rules yield a reduction in the energy-delay product by k4 and k2 respectively

assuming a scaling constant of k (k < 1) [4].

The complexities related with generating sub-wavelength feature sizes

slowed down the development of new submicron technologies. Furthermore,

the difficulty of controlling process parameters and the increasing variabili-

ties decreased the performance gains obtained by process scaling. With the

growing leakage currents, it is becoming more and more necessary to use ad-

vanced technologies such as Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI) process [26] or High-K

dielectrics and metal gates (HKMG technology) [27] to limit the static leakage

currents and hence further scale down the threshold voltage. In addition, other

new technologies like Strained Silicon increase the carrier mobilities, leading

to an extra improvement in the performance and the energy-delay product at

the cost of increasing process complexity and cost [28, 29].
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Chapter 2

Aggressive Voltage Scaling

Almost every power reduction method discussed so far has limits on how

much it can reduce the power supply voltage due to existing performance con-

straints. For nearly all common digital designs, functional correctness needs to

be assured for every delay path in the circuit even for the slowest process cor-

ners and worst environmental conditions. This causes the operating frequency

or the supply voltage to be determined by the worst-case delays of usually a

small number of critical paths in the circuit (i.e., the tail of the path delay

distribution). Assuming that the operating frequency is fixed and there is only

a single shared supply line for our design, we are forced to operate the whole

circuit at a supply voltage at which the critical paths will not fail operation

even with rarely occurring input vectors and environmental conditions.

Aggressive voltage scaling techniques bring an alternative solution to

this problem by allowing over-scaling of the supply voltage below safe margins

and then detecting and correcting timing errors that can occasionally occur in

the foreknown critical paths of the circuit. Consequently, this idea replaces the

classic “Design for worst case” approach with a “Design for common case and

only ensure correctness at rare worst-cases” approach. Accordingly, there is
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a trade-off between the energy savings obtained from voltage over-scaling and

the energy overhead of detecting and recovering from the errors. Therefore,

the system should be tuned to operate at the optimal energy point either at

design time or dynamically at run-time. Furthermore, the amount of voltage

over-scaling has to be limited to a maximum (i.e., VDDmin) at design time as

the error detection and recovery circuitry needs to be installed only at the delay

paths which are possible to fail at this minimum over-scaled supply voltage.

The delay/voltage safety margins that are used in regular worst-case designs

here translate to installation of error circuitry to some extra delay paths which

have VDDmin delays close to the clock period.

A run-time aggressive deployment structure is explained in [2]. The

supply voltage is adjusted at run-time to achieve an optimum error rate and

therefore a minimum energy per operation value. The errors detected in the

system are counted and periodically reported back to the VDD controller to

increase or decrease the supply voltage accordingly. The VDD controller knows

the optimal error rate information either by hard-coded values embedded in

the controller according to the design-time simulation data or it can adaptively

learn it with the help of additional run-time measurements.

The error detection mechanisms are usually implemented at circuit-

level since the recovery needs to be done immediately without allowing the

error to propagate in the system. The recovery mechanism, on the other

hand, can be implemented at circuit or higher levels of design hierarchy after

the detection is performed. It should also be noted that the error detection
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mechanism is only necessary if either the recovery mechanism needs to be no-

tified of the error or the error count needs to be reported to the VDD controller

for run-time adjustment. However, if the aggressive voltage scaling is applied

at the design time, i.e., the supply voltage is fixed to run at VDDmin instead

of being dynamically adjusted, and if the error recovery mechanism does not

need to be explicitly informed of the error, the error detection part can be

removed. The resulting system would therefore both run at an over-scaled

supply voltage and also only contain an error recovery mechanism which is ac-

tivated occasionally due to timing errors. This thesis presents a solution of this

type, where the error recovery is implemented as a circuit level modification

to the critical path flip-flops.

2.1 Razor

An implementation of an aggressive dynamic voltage scaling method

for a low-power microprocessor pipeline called Razor was presented in [30].

Razor is designed for pipelined processors, and uses a run-time aggressive

voltage scaling approach with the error rate measured and adjusted during

the processor operation. The error detection mechanism is implemented by

placing double sampling flip-flops, called Razor flip-flops, at the critical paths

of the pipeline. Razor flip-flops are modified versions of regular Master-Slave

type flip-flops where two master latches with different clock signals are used.

The main master latch is enabled with the regular system clock and passes the

latched value to the slave latch if there are not timing errors in the respective
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critical path. The extra master latch called “shadow latch” is enabled with

a delayed clock and it checks the input of the flip-flop for late arriving data

due to voltage over-scaling. Notice that the shadow latch has to capture any

late arriving data so the delay difference between clocks must account for

worst-case path delays. After the arriving data are latched by the main and

the shadow latches, they are compared with a simple XOR gate and an error

signal is generated if there is a mismatch.

There are two different error recovery mechanisms proposed in the Ra-

zor system which are both microarchitectural solutions. The first recovery

mechanism is realized via single cycle pipeline stalling where the global clock

is gated for the duration of a single clock cycle after the error signal is gener-

ated. This extra time allows for replacing of the errant flip-flop outputs and

recalculation of the new data in the following stages. It is also noted that in the

worst case scenario where an error is generated in every cycle, there will be an

additional cycle given to correct to error, effectively reducing the throughput

to half but still operating correctly. While this method seems greatly efficient

from microarchitectural perspective, it is not practical to implement global

clock gating in the back-end design. This is because the clock signal is dis-

tributed via many clock buffers to the whole circuit and therefore generation

and distribution of a clock disable signal in the same cycle would bring a huge

constraint on the timing and routing of the design.

The second error recovery mechanism avoids the global clock gating

problem by proposing a counter-flow pipelining technique that is fit for micro-
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processor systems such as Razor. When an error is detected in a pipeline stage

flip-flop, the instruction processed in the following stage is first invalidated by

asserting the bubble bit. Then in the next cycle, the correct values which are

retrieved from the shadow latches are delivered to the following stage allowing

the errant instruction to proceed correctly in the pipeline. Since the instruc-

tions coming after the errant instruction are lost during this operation, the

pipeline needs to restart execution from this point. To accomplish this, a flush

train is triggered from the failing pipeline stage towards the beginning of the

pipeline, sending an ID codeword identifying the failing stage along with the

flush signal. At each cycle, another previous stage is nullified and the ID code-

word is propagated back until the start of the pipeline is reached. After the

failing stage’s ID is received by the flush control logic, the pipeline is restarted

with the instruction coming after the errant instruction, completing the error

recovery. While this approach avoids the global clock gating problem of the

first method, the resulting performance overhead for error recovery is extended

to a few more cycles and a constant area & timing overhead is inflicted due to

extra bubble and flush control circuitry.

Another complication with the implementation of these recovery tech-

niques is with the write-back stage. Since it is impossible to recover data in

a register or a memory location once the contents are overwritten, it must be

ensured that all results written to architected states are error-free. For this

purpose, the write-back stage is implemented as non-speculative, i.e. without

Razor flip-flops. Additionally, to avoid feeding erroneous data to the write-
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back stage, an additional buffer stage called stabilize stage is added before the

write-back. This stage is simply delaying write-back by one cycle to allow time

for a possible error recovery in the previous stage.

Regarding the Razor flip-flop circuitry, some issues are worth further

investigation. First of all, the addition of a shadow latch, or the use of any

form of delayed data capture and comparison creates a hold time constraint

in the modified flip-flops. This is due to the impossibility of distinguishing

between the late-arriving data of the previous cycle and the fast propagating

data belonging to the new cycle. Therefore, the implied hold time conditions

must be satisfied by delaying the short paths that may reside in the respective

combinational logic. Notice that this modification could be done by applying

one of the previously discussed power reduction techniques such as transistor

stacking, gate sizing or multi-VDD/VTH which will reduce the switching and/or

the leakage power while slowing down the gate on the non-critical path. Oth-

erwise if none of these techniques can be used, additional buffer gates can be

inserted to create the needed delay. Another issue that needs to be decided is

the generation of the delayed clock signals supplied to the shadow latches. It

is possible to generate these signals inside the flip-flop by simply delaying the

incoming main clock signal. While this solution allows different clock delay

values for different flip-flops and gives precise control on the amount of the

delay, it may cause a considerable amount of area and power overhead if the

number of modified flip flops is high. On the other hand, these delayed clock

signals could be created at the local clock buffers and then distributed to the
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flip-flops, but this time, the routing of these signals and the control of the

amount of delay is made more complex. In the Razor study, shadow latches

simply use the inverted clock signals and the inversion is realized locally in-

side the flip-flops. While this method has a small area and delay overhead,

the implied hold time constraint is huge and may not be applicable for other

designs.

The metastability problem of the error-allowing flip-flops is also ad-

dressed in detail in the Razor study. Since the time margin between the latest

possible data transition time and the main master latch data capture time is

eliminated in the aggressive design, there is a possibility that the flip-flop data

input and the clock capturing edge transition at the same time. This condi-

tion may put the main flip-flop into a quasi-stable state where the internal

and the output node voltages of the flip-flop oscillate or stabilize at logically

indefinite voltage levels near VDD/2. The ambiguous voltage levels can be in-

terpreted differently by different gates and therefore the XOR gate used for

master latch data comparison can make a wrong error evaluation if there is a

metastable state in the flip-flop. Consequently, the authors included an extra

meta-stability detector circuit in the Razor flip-flops which triggers an error if

a logically indeterminate voltage level is detected.

Razor error detection and recovery mechanism was implemented in a

four stage, in-order pipeline of the 64-bit Alpha processor. 192 out of the 2408

flip-flops were replaced by Razor flip-flops and the delayed clock signal that

determines the sampling window had a delay equal to the half of the clock
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cycle. While the energy overhead of a Razor flip-flop compared to a regular

one was approximately 53%, the overall power consumption of the chip was

increased by 3.1% during error-free operation. As the energy savings are ob-

tained when the aggressive-voltage scaling is applied, simulations results show-

ing energy-optimal supply voltage values and corresponding maximum energy

savings for various benchmark programs were presented. The energy-optimal

fixed-voltage operation scheme provides energy savings ranging from 23.7%

to 64.2% (average 42.4%) while using dynamic voltage scaling to dynamically

keep the processor at an optimal error rate of 1.5% yields energy savings in

the range 12.9% to 63.6% (average 41.0%). Since the energy optimal supply

voltage value varies for different programs and it is practically not possible to

adjust the supply voltage to operate at energy-optimal supply voltage value

of each program, the best way to operate at the near energy-optimal supply

voltages is to use dynamic voltage scaling and stay at the optimal error rate.

As it can be seen from the simulation results, this strategy indeed finds near

energy-optimal voltage points automatically for individual programs.

2.2 Adaptive Clock Stretching

Adaptive clock stretching is another potential aggressive voltage scal-

ing technique that was proposed for low-power design as well as for increasing

tolerance to manufacturing defects and parametric fluctuations in designs with

tight delay margins. The principal idea of adaptive clock stretching presented

in [31] is to first isolate the critical paths of the circuit to make their activa-
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tions rare and predictable and when such a critical path activation is detected

(predicted) at run-time, extend the respective path’s computation time to

two clock cycles. Since this modification removes the delay constraints related

with the original critical paths of the circuit, the supply voltage can be reduced

further until the original non-critical paths start being critical ones.

Isolation of the critical paths is realized basically by a combination of

logical and circuit-level modifications to confine the critical paths within some

known logic blocks. The authors have used Shannon partitioning and gate

sizing to make this isolation and also to increase the delay margin between

the critical and non-critical paths of the circuit. As a result, the classical

low-power synthesis approach where non-critical paths are sized or modified

in some other way to have lower dynamic and/or leakage power is abandoned

as this would cause the delays of non-critical paths’ to become closer to the

critical ones and hence reduce the delay margin. Instead, the critical paths

are allowed to be slower while the non-critical paths are partitioned and sized

to make them faster.

After isolating the critical paths to known logic blocks, the primary

inputs are decoded to predict the activation of these logic blocks and the cor-

responding critical paths. The logic partitioning should be done such that

the activation of these critical blocks is lower, which would also correspond

to better isolation of the critical paths. If the isolation is not good enough,

these critical blocks will be activated more frequently and therefore a larger

number of operations (or input conditions) will cause clock-stretching to be
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activated, implying a larger performance overhead. On the other hand, if the

critical path isolation is too fine-grained, this would mean the decoding of ev-

ery single input that contribute to the activation of the critical path, implying

larger area and power overheads. A partitioning algorithm which does hierar-

chical logic expansion to realize the dual objectives of critical path isolation

and low probability of critical block activation under given area and delay con-

straints is presented in [31]. The power supply for the modified system can be

scaled down as long as the delays of the non-critical paths satisfy the one-cycle

delay target and the former critical paths satisfy the two-cycle delay target.

Notice that however, a safety timing margin should be inserted between the

aggressively scaled non-critical path delays and the clock period to account

for process variations and environmental variability. Simulation results show

up to 65% supply voltage reduction in a set of MCNC benchmark circuits.

The corresponding reduction in power is up to 40% with the average recorded

as 60% while the overall area penalty is 18% on average. Interestingly, some

benchmarks show an area improvement when this technique is applied and the

authors relate this to better optimization after control variable isolation and

multi-level Shannon expansion.

Application of the adaptive clock stretching technique to a pipeline

based design is also presented in [31]. The two-cycle operation is implemented

by stalling the pipeline for one cycle whenever the activation of a critical path

block is detected. Additionally, the authors investigated the effect of pipeline

depth and input switching activity on the performance penalty. Simulations
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results were presented for a 3-stage pipeline whose stages are different MCNC

benchmark circuits. Supply voltage reduction up to 75% was achieved while

the overall performance penalty due to two-cycle operations was limited to

10.9%. It was observed that the overall power savings decrease if the supply

voltage is scaled further beneath a certain value and this was related to the

increased switching capacitance due to aggressive gate sizing needed to meet

the delay targets at low VDD values. On the other hand, for this pipeline

design, authors suggested to select VDD as 85% of the nominal value where

the power saving and the performance penalty are approximately 60% and 6%

respectively.

The adaptive clock stretching technique proposed for low-power in [31]

was evaluated for defect and parametric variation tolerance in [32]. In this

work, the design again goes through a similar synthesis process presented

in [31] to isolate the critical paths and predict their activation. However,

instead of always forcing the two-cycle operation for isolated critical paths of

the circuit, the clock stretching operation is only activated for defective/slower

dies detected after manufacturing. As a result, the yield can be improved for

regular designs projecting one-cycle operation for the critical paths.

Another completely different clock stretching idea was recently pub-

lished in [33] where the technique was again proposed for design robustness

instead of low-power. While the previously mentioned adaptive clock stretch-

ing technique extends the computation time of the critical paths to two clock

cycles, this clock stretching technique adjusts the local clock duty cycle to de-
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lay the triggering clock edge at the capturing flip-flops of the critical paths. A

simple clock duty cycle modulation circuit that consists of an inverter with an

additional pull-up PMOS transistor (input grounded) is presented. The extra

PMOS load delays the rising edge of the clock signal variably, depending on

the supply voltage level and the operating temperature. The transistor sizes

are arranged such that the nominal VDD and T yields a minimal clock stretch

(duty cycle slightly larger than 50%) while a high temperature and/or a re-

duced VDD causes the clock duty cycle to increase significantly, allowing more

time for the potentially affected critical paths. Notice that the overall clock

frequency and therefore the circuit performance is not affected during the op-

eration. Instead, this can be viewed as a dynamic time-borrowing technique as

the delayed clock edges of the critical paths steal from the computation times

of the following stages.

The authors of [33] have also presented the limitations of this and also

all other dynamic time-borrowing schemes. First of all, when a critical path

is followed by another critical path, the amount of time that can be borrowed

from the next stage is limited as this could cause a timing error in the following

critical path. This could be potentially solved by borrowing more time from

the stage coming after the second critical path but since now the time needs

to be borrowed is the sum of the extra slacks required for both critical paths

alone, this reduces the effectiveness of the technique by limiting the amount of

allowable VDD and T variations. Secondly, for architectures such as finite state

machines where there is a critical combinational feedback path between the
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output and the input of the same flip-flop, this technique cannot be applied

as the next stage to borrow time is the same stage requiring it. Finally, for

the particular clock duty cycle modulation circuit presented in this work, the

maximum obtainable duty cycle was limited at around 80% due to circuit

structure, potentially limiting the amount of borrowable time for the critical

paths.

2.3 Soft-Edge Flip-Flops

Yet another new low-power technique proposed for aggressive voltage

scaling is to utilize Soft-Edge Flip-Flops (SEFF) in the design. SEFFs are

modified flip-flop structures which have a small transparency window as op-

posed to the almost instantaneous edge-triggered capture property of the clas-

sical flip-flops. This transparency window allows the flip-flop to capture any

changes in its data input for a predetermined duration of time coming right

after the clock edge and therefore gives it the “soft-edge” property. Previously,

soft-edge flip-flops were used for increasing circuit resilience to delay defects

caused by parametric variations [34] and for avoiding unwanted clock-skew

effects due to unbalanced clock distribution [35, 36]. Recently, a conference

paper [37] was published, giving a general definition of the SEFF technique

and also providing a mathematical solution to the optimization problem of

supply voltage level and transparency window width selection for lowest to-

tal power consumption. The study presented in this thesis falls under the

Soft-Edge Flip-Flop category of the aggressive voltage scaling techniques and
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contributes to the literature with significant improvements to the soft-edge

flip-flop design and with more realistic experimental results obtained from a

practical digital VLSI design.

While the SEFF circuits used in both [34] and [37] are simple master-

slave type flip-flops whose clock signals are modified for soft-edge property, the

principal contributions of those studies are the SEFF assignment methodolo-

gies optimized respectively for power-aware yield improvement and obtaining

the minimum power consumption at a fixed performance. Since our study

focuses on low-power design, it is worth giving more detail about the method-

ology presented in [37]. Firstly, the optimization problem is defined as finding

the optimal supply voltage and SEFF transparency windows that will result

in the minimum power consumption in a linear pipeline design with a fixed

clock period. Secondly, the pipeline boundaries which consist of the first and

the last flip-flop sets of the design are left out of the optimization problem and

assigned regular hard-edge flip-flops to avoid wrong data transfers from/to in-

put and output environments respectively. Notice that practically, one would

avoid using soft-edge flip-flops at register or memory write stage boundaries

since an erroneous write would wipe out the previous contents irrecoverably.

In addition, to simplify the solving of the optimization problem, all flip-flops

belonging to a pipeline stage are converted to SEFFs with the same trans-

parency window widths at the cost of incurring unnecessary power and area

overhead. In reality, only the flip-flops that are at the end of the critical paths

need to be converted to SEFFs since only these need to borrow extra time
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slacks. In addition, different transparency window widths would be required

by SEFFs assigned to different critical paths of a pipeline stage.

The problem formulation first models the SEFF timing parameters

(setup time, hold time and CLK to Q delay) as linear functions of trans-

parency window widths where the coefficients are voltage dependent empirical

parameters. Since CLK to Q delay is dependent on the data arrival time,

it is modeled for the worst case where the SEFF data input arrives right at

the end of the transparency window. Afterwards, the power consumption of

SEFFs are modeled as a quadratic function of the window widths where the

coefficients are again voltage dependent fitted parameters. Additionally, the

power consumption of the combinational logic is modeled as a summation of

dynamic and leakage powers which have quadratic and empirically observed cu-

bic dependencies on voltage scaling respectively. For the delay modeling of the

combinational logic, alpha-power law [2] is used to obtain the voltage-scaled

delays of the combinational paths. Gathering all of these models, the supply

voltage value and the transparency window width that yields the minimum

power consumption while still satisfying the setup and hold time constraints is

obtained by minimizing a quadratic cost function. Finally, to find the solution

efficiently, the supply voltage values are limited to a set of possible values and

the optimal solution is found each time for a different fixed voltage.

In the experiments, five different linear pipeline circuits representing

characteristics of a typical modern processors were simulated by HSPICE.

Different power reductions in the range 16.3% to 48.1% were obtained in the
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designs in which the SEFF technique was applied while introducing a negligible

area overhead due to the flip-flop modifications and addition of extra delaying

buffers. Moreover, the authors ran simulations to see how much the operating

frequency can be increased by applying SEFF technique at the nominal supply

voltage. The performance improvement obtained from these simulations were

in the range 5% ∼ 20%.

Nevertheless, the reference circuits used for these comparisons were not

very good candidates for representing the efficiency of the SEFF technique be-

cause they already had a lot of slack time available for optimization. According

to the presented data, the critical path delay values for the reference circuits

were less than the selected clock period by 23% to 35% percent and this readily

allowed supply voltage reduction and hence power savings without applying

any low-power technique. Consequently, the power reduction values and the

performance improvement shown in the results may not represent the actual

effect of the proposed method. Instead the comparisons should have been

made with respect to reference circuits operating at maximum possible fre-

quencies (possibly with 5-10% delay slack to allow a safety margin). Another

set of experiments carried out for a 34-bit pipelined ripple-carry adder shows

the net effect of using the proposed technique more precisely. For one configu-

ration of the adder, it is indicated that the minimum clock period of 475ps at

nominal supply voltage was reduced to 450ps, giving 5.6% improvement in the

clock frequency. The SEFF transparency window suggested by the optimiza-

tion algorithm was around 45ps for this circuit. The power comparisons were
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made with respect to a reference circuit having a 500ps clock period (5% safety

margin) and accordingly, 24% reduction in power consumption was reported.
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Chapter 3

Design of the Soft-Edge Flip-Flops

The key idea of using soft-edge flip-flops is to implement dynamic time-

borrowing property into the critical-path flip-flops of a digital design to occa-

sionally provide extra slack time to these critical paths. The time borrowing

is dynamic because the extra slack is borrowed from the next stage only if the

data inputs arrive later than the clock edge. In contrast, static time borrowing

schemes such as positive (beneficial) clock skewing or negative setup-time flip-

flops constantly borrow a predetermined amount of time from the next stage

and the amount of computation time available for the following stage is re-

duced invariably. Since the worst case delay is usually not exhibited frequently

by a combinational logic block containing the critical path(s), the extra slack

is not really needed most of the time. A dynamic time borrowing scheme

therefore borrows this extra slack only if it is needed for the ongoing compu-

tation in the logic block which happens when the critical path(s) is activated.

Apart from being an alternative to the static time borrowing during synthesis

optimization, dynamic time borrowing also conditionally provide some extra

capabilities that can yield huge benefits in terms of high performance or low-

power.
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We begin the analysis of the soft-edge flip-flop by first investigating

its timing and power characteristics and then comparing it to a regular base-

line D flip-flop. After giving general definitions and formulations for a generic

soft-edge flip-flop structure, we pass on to characterizing specific SEFF imple-

mentations.

3.1 Timing Analysis

We first begin by reviewing the timing equations for a conventional

hard-edge D flip-flop. A circuit topology which represents a regular timing

path in a sequential logic circuit is assumed as seen in Figure 3.1 where FFI1,

FFI2 . . . FFIn are the data sending (input) flip-flops and FFO is the capturing

(output) flip-flop.

3.1.1 Setup Time and Maximum Delay Condition

At the first clock edge, input flip-flops, FFIi (i=1 . . . n), capture their

respective inputs and their outputs change accordingly. The newly changed

outputs propagate through the combinational logic and after a while, transi-

tions may or may not occur at the combinational logic output depending on

the inputs and the logic function. Afterwards, the new state of the combina-

tional logic output is captured by FFO and the path is completed. The latest

time that a transition can possibly occur at the input of the FFO is called the

maximum path. In addition to the maximum path delay, flip-flops commonly

have a setup time through which they require their data inputs to be held
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Figure 3.1: A regular timing path topology found in sequential logic circuits

stable until the capturing clock edge. The paths having the largest summa-

tions of the maximum path delay and the setup time in the whole circuit are

called the critical paths. The critical paths determine how fast the clock signal

can be as increasing the clock frequency above the maximum limit causes the

critical path transitions not to be captured by the respective flip-flops.

The maximum delay condition for paths sampled by regular hard-edge

flip-flops is given in the following equation according to the operation defined

previously:

tCLK2Q,I + tcomb,p + tsetup,O < Tclk + tskew (3.1)

In equation 3.1, tCLK2Q,I is the clock-to-output delay of the data send-

ing flip-flop FFIi which is defined as the time it takes for the new data to
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propagate to the flip-flop output after the capturing clock edge arrives. tcomb,p

is the longest combinational logic delay (called propagation delay) that can

occur in the combinational logic block. tsetup,O is the setup time required for

the capturing flip-flop. Finally, Tclk is the clock period and tskew is the posi-

tive clock skew which is defined as the latency of the capturing flip-flop’s clock

signal with respect to the data sending flip-flop’s clock signal.

For a soft-edge flip-flop, the input data is captured during a time pe-

riod (called transparency window) instead of at an instant. The transparency

window starts with the capturing clock edge and ends after a desired amount

of time. During the transparency window, the flip-flop is transparent mean-

ing that the input is directly propagated to the output. As a result, the

setup time is effectively eliminated or even made negative since the input

is allowed to make transitions for a while after the original allowed instant

(Tclk + tskew − tsetup,O). Equivalently, this can be thought of as an extra re-

laxation to the maximum delay condition similar to the one provided by the

clock skew. The main difference of the soft-edge property with the positive

clock skew (or static time borrowing) is that the former borrows time from the

next stage only if there is a late arriving data transition at the flip-flop inputs

while the latter one borrows the time constantly. Accordingly, the clock-to-

output delay is dynamic as well depending on when the data input makes its

transition, which will be studied in the following sections.

The maximum delay condition for delay paths sampled by soft-edge
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flip-flops therefore becomes:

tCLK2Q,I + tcomb,p + tsetup,O < Tclk + tskew + twin,O (3.2)

where the newly added parameter twin,O is the transparency window width of

the capturing SEFF.

3.1.2 Hold Time and Minimum Delay Condition

Some hard-edge flip-flop types require the data input to be held stable

after the capturing clock edge for a certain duration called the hold time. If

there exists a fast path in the combinational logic which causes the capturing

flip-flop’s data input to change very soon after the previous clock edge, the

previous state of the input that is still being sampled does not get latched,

resulting in a hold time violation. Alternatively, it is also possible that the

hold time condition is imposed by a positive clock skew condition between

the data sending and the capturing flip-flops’ clock signals. This situation is

observed especially when the capturing flip-flop’s clock is deliberately delayed

to borrow time from the next stage. It is important to note that while a setup

time violation can be fixed by increasing the clock period, a hold time violation

cannot be fixed by changing the clock period and the circuit structure usually

needs to be modified by adding delay buffers to the fast path or changing the

flip-flop type.

The minimum delay condition for paths sampled by regular hard-edge
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flip-flops is given in the following equation:

tCLK2Q,I + tcomb,c > thold,O + tskew (3.3)

where, tcomb,c is the shortest combinational logic delay (called contamination

delay) that can occur in the combinational logic block, thold,O is the capturing

flip-flop’s hold time and the rest of the variables are as defined previously.

For the soft-edge flip-flops, since the data input is allowed to transition

(possibly) after the capturing clock edge, there is no way to distinguish between

the late arriving data of the previous cycle and a fast input transition hap-

pening in the current cycle. As a result, a hold time requirement is inevitable

for soft-edge flip-flops as it is for other time borrowing methods. Nonetheless,

fast paths violating hold time requirements can be easily fixed by adding delay

buffers to those paths without any overall performance overhead and usually

with negligible increases in area and power for practical transparency window

widths.

The minimum delay condition for paths sampled by soft-edge flip-flops

becomes:

tCLK2Q,I + tcomb,c > thold,O + tskew + twin,O (3.4)

3.1.3 Clock-to-Output (CLK2Q) Delay

Clock-to-output delay of a regular hard-edge flip-flop is determined by

the propagation path of the newly latched data to the output pins. Since

this path is activated by the capturing clock edge merely during an instant,
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the input data arrival time does not have an effect on the delay of the path

and therefore the clock-to-output time is constant. On the other hand, soft-

edge flip-flops have transparency windows where input transitions are captured

during a significant amount of time after the clock edge so the time at which

the final output is generated does no longer depend only on the path delay

from the clock signal to the output. Instead, there can be two different cases

in which the clock-to-output delay is determined by the delay of the clock-to-

output path or the data-to-output path. The former case is exhibited when

the inputs arrive before the clock edge (or a short time after it depending

on the circuit structure) and the clock-to-output delay stays constant as in

the case of the hard-edge flip-flops. In the latter case where the data input

arrives after the clock edge, since the flip-flop is already transparent at this

moment, the clock-to-output delay depends on when the data input makes the

transition and therefore the actual clock-to-output delay becomes larger as the

data input arrives later.

It is important to note that this variable clock-to-output delay situa-

tion complicates the maximum and minimum delay requirements of the path

coming after the soft-edge flip-flop. For the maximum delay equation, the

maximum possible clock-to-output delay has to be used which is observed

when the input arrives at the latest time allowed by the transparency window.

In contrast, for the minimum delay equation, the minimum possible clock-to-

output delay has to be used which is equal to the delay of the path from the

clock signal to the output pin.
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3.2 Power Analysis

The power consumption of the flip-flop is governed by essentially the

same type of equations used for any other digital logic circuit. There are three

main sources of power dissipation, dynamic power, short-circuit power and the

leakage power. All of these have been analyzed extensively in the literature

and accurate models of power and energy can be found in [2].

Since we are more interested in the power overhead of a soft-edge flip-

flop with respect to the hard-edge version of the same flip-flop type, we are

going to focus on investigating the power consumption of the extra circuitry

required for the conversion. While this extra circuitry may vary according

to the implementation, the most important addition that is needed in every

soft-edge flip-flop type in this study is the inverter chain. An inverter chain

such as the one given in Figure 3.2 is used for delaying the clock signal and

therefore generating the transparency window of the SEFF. How this delayed

clock signal is used depends on the flip-flop type; for a master-slave type flip-

flop, it is fed to the master latch directly whereas for a pulsed flip-flop, it is

used to lengthen the transparency pulse duration.

CLK CLK_d

Cin,1 Cdif,1 Cin,2 Cdif,2 Cin,n Cdif,n CL

I1 I2 In

Figure 3.2: The inverter chain circuit that generates the delayed clock signal
which is then used for creating the transparency window

As the delay obtained with the inverter chain determines the trans-
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parency window width, the sizing of the inverters in the chain becomes an

important problem since this affects the power consumption directly. The tra-

ditional inverter chain sizing problem aims to minimize the delay of the chain

assuming that the driver and the final load capacitances are fixed. Unfortu-

nately, this approach does not address our problem since we are aiming to

minimize the power consumption while achieving a specific amount of delay

(which is determined by the required window width), again with the assump-

tion of a fixed driver and load.

A different variety of the inverter sizing problem is being addressed in

[38]. The problem is defined as minimizing the power dissipation of an inverter

chain under timing and input capacitance constraints. The timing constraint

is such that the overall delay of the chain has to be kept under a predefined

limit while the capacitance constraint asserts that the input capacitance of the

first inverter (C1) cannot be higher than a maximum tolerable load (Cmax) on

the source side.

The inverter chain sizing problem for soft-edge flip-flops requires that

the overall delay is made equal to or higher than a specific duration (equal

to the transparency window size). Given this timing constraint and using the

same input capacitance constraint in [38], the power consumption needs to

be minimized for the chain. Therefore, the formulation of our optimization

problem based on the one presented in [38] becomes:

min Power
s.t. (1) Delay ≥ Twin

(2) C1 ≤ Cmax

(3.5)
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where power and delay are modeled in same study as the following:

Power = C̃L

n∑
i=1

1 + kφhi−1∏n
j=i hj

+ C̃Lkφhn (3.6)

where C̃L = CL(Kdyn +Ksub +Kox) and kφ = Ksc/(Kdyn +Ksub +Kox).

Delay =
n∑
i=1

τ0(p0 + hi) (3.7)

In Equation 3.6, hi = Cin,i+1/Cin,i is the electrical effort of the ith

inverter in the chain, CL is the load capacitance at the output and Kdyn, Ksc,

Ksub, Kox are process dependent parameters relating inverter input capacitance

to dynamic, short circuit, subthreshold leakage and gate oxide leakage powers

respectively. Equation 3.7 models the total inverter chain delay based on

the logical effort method where τ0 is the process-dependent basic delay unit

(normalization factor) and p0 is the parasitic delay, which is equal to the

ratio of the diffusion capacitance at the output to the input gate capacitance

(p0 = Cdif/Cin).

The optimization problem given in [38] has a posynomial cost function

with posynomial inequality constraints which can be solved in polynomial time.

On the other hand, reversing the sign of the delay inequality constraint in our

problem prevents it from being reduced to a geometric programming problem

and therefore a different solution method needs to be utilized. Since this study

does not focus on solving this mathematical problem, we leave this discussion

here. Accordingly, while designing the inverter chains in our SEFFs, we have

followed a different approach. First, we start with a chain of minimum size
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inverters of minimum number of stages (which is 3 by design). We increase

the resistance of the transistors that are turned on by the capturing clock

edge transition by increasing the lengths of the respective transistors. Note

that we do not need to increase the lengths of the remaining transistors since

they do not contribute to the delay of the capturing clock edge while wasting

unnecessary power. The lengths are increased up to a convenient value deter-

mined by the process technology and then a new inverter pair is added to the

chain to further increase the delay. This long-channel inverter chain approach

yields a significantly longer delay compared to an inverter chain formed of

minimum size inverters whose overall area (and hence power) is the same as

the long-channel chain.

Apart from the power overhead of the soft-edge flip-flops, another im-

portant discussion is about how many of the existing regular flip-flops in the

design should be converted to SEFFs. Initially, we assume a sequential circuit

configuration whose critical paths have no slack time left and therefore the

circuit is operated at the maximum frequency corresponding to the nominal

supply voltage. As the voltage is scaled more and more aggressively, the con-

version process starts with the flip-flops sampling the most critical paths and

then continues with less critical paths as their path delays become closer to the

clock period with the voltage scaling. Consequently, it becomes important to

find out until when it is beneficial to continue scaling and which constraining

factors limit the amount of scaling possible.

In a previous aggressive scaling study, Razor [30], the voltage is dynam-
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ically adjusted to maintain a specific error rate that yields the minimum energy

per operation for the microprocessor pipeline. Having the error rate below this

optimum means the voltage is not very aggressively scaled and therefore the

quadratic power savings due to voltage scaling is not fully exploited. In con-

trast, increasing the error rate beyond the optimum causes more cycles to be

wasted for error correction hence lowering the overall performance and the

energy per operation.

For our study, the error recovery mechanism (which is the recapturing

of the inputs arriving after the clock edge) does not require an extra clock

cycle to be spent for the correction and hence it is desirable to convert the

regular FFs to SEFFs as much as possible. This is based on the assumption

that the fixed design-time power overhead of converting a limited number of

regular DFFs to SEFFs of the same drive-strength is negligible when compared

to the quadratic power savings obtained in the whole circuit by aggressive

voltage scaling. As a result, DFF to SEFF conversion is mainly limited by two

different constraints of timing and power; the former is observed when there

is no extra slack left to borrow from the following stage(s) and the latter is

observed when the number of the converted flip-flops becomes so large and

the durations of the transparency windows so long that the conversion power

overhead overwhelms the voltage-scaling savings.
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3.3 Pulsed Soft-Edge Flip-Flop

Our first proposed soft-edge flip-flop is based on the pulsed latch topol-

ogy where the latch structure consists of a transmission-gate with C2MOS

feedback and the pulse is generated with a commonly used single pulse genera-

tor [39]. While various latch structures exist in the literature, the transmission-

gate based latch was preferred because of its good driving capability, noise re-

sistivity and more importantly, its small power-delay product [40]. The circuit

schematic of this flip-flop structure is presented in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: The pulsed SEFF circuit composed of a transmission-gate latch
with C2MOS feedback and a single pulse generator
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3.3.1 Circuit Operation

Inverter U2 connected back-to-back with the C2MOS inverter (M3-

M6) form the core of the latch structure. While the capturing pulse (cap) is

low, the transmission gate is off and the data input D is isolated from the core.

Meanwhile, since M4 and M5 are turned on, C2MOS inverter is active and

works as a regular inverter. Therefore, the latch state is saved by the back-

to-back inverter connection of U2 and M3-M6. When cap becomes high, the

C2MOS inverter is deactivated and does not drive node M . At the same time,

the transmission gate is turned on and the saved state of the latch is updated

to D’s current value. Note that inverters U1, U3 and U4 are for isolating the

latch core circuitry from the driver and the output.

The pulse generator creates a pulse signal triggered by the rising edge of

the clock. Assuming that there are an odd number of inverters in the inverter

chain of U5-...-U7, the NAND gate U8 creates the inverse capture pulse (cap)

when both clk and the delayed clk are both high. Since this situation only

happens after the rising edge of the clock, the capturing pulse (cap) goes high

only at this time for a duration equal to the propagation delay of clk from the

input of U5 to the output of U9.

To give the soft-edge property to the flip-flop, the inverter chain is

adjusted to give a longer delay. The adjustment can be both in terms of

inverter sizing and the number of stages. Note that the optimization of the

inverter chain was previously discussed in Section 3.2.
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For the rest of this section, we present various characterization data of

the pulsed soft-edge flip-flop obtained through HSPICE simulations. After-

wards, we compare the timing and power characteristics of the pulsed SEFF

with respect to the hard-edge pulsed FF and the regular master-slave type FF

cell included in the TSMC 0.18µm standard cell library. The transparency

window width of the pulsed SEFF was selected an average value (∼7 times the

inverter FO4 delay) to make the simulated characteristics representative of a

practical case.

Table 3.1: Timing characteristics of Soft-Edge Pulsed Flip-Flop, Regular
Pulsed Flip-Flop and Standard Master-Slave Flip-Flop

Timing Characteristics (Normalized)

Normal Worst Transparency
Setup Time Hold Time CLK2Q CLK2Q Window

Flip-Flop Type (tsetup) (thold) (tCLK2Q,n) (tCLK2Q,w) (twin)

Master-Slave FF 1.00 0 2.57 2.57 0
Pulsed FF 0.32 1.81 2.86 3.45 1.26

Pulsed SEFF -3.57 4.62 2.51 6.06 4.45

Table 3.1 shows various timing characteristics of the pulsed SEFF im-

plemented as both hard (minimum twin) and soft edge (large twin) as well as

the standard hard-edge master-slave FF implementation. Since pulsed flip-

flops have non-zero transparency windows, the clock-to-output delay depends

on the arrival time of the data input as discussed in Part 3.1.3. Accordingly,

the largest clock-to-output delay obtained for the latest arriving data and the

normal clock-to-output delay obtained for an early arriving data are shown in

the “Worst CLK2Q (tCLK2Q,w))” and “Normal CLK2Q (tCLK2Q,n)” columns
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respectively.

The relationship between the data arrival time and the clock-to-output

delay is plotted in Figure 3.4. The clock-to-output delay has two distinct

components which are a constant value and a linear function of the input

latency respectively. For early arriving input data, the clock-to-output delay

is a constant value determined by the path starting from the clock signal and

ending at the output port. In Figure 3.3, this path is clk → U8 → U9 →

M1 → U4 → Q (or alternatively ending with M1 → U2 → U3 → Q). If the

input data arrives late, the clock-to-output delay becomes a linear function of

the input arrival time (or equivalently data-to-clock time, tD2CLK = Tclk−TD).

This time, the output delay is determined by the path through D → U1 →

M1/M2 → U4 → Q (or D → U1 → M1/M2 → U2 → U3 → Q). The

lateness condition is determined by whether the data or the clock reaches to

the transmission gate M1/M2 first. Therefore, if tD2CLK < tU1 − (tU8 + tU9),

the data is considered late and the clock-to-output delay becomes a linear

function of the input arrival time.

The simulated switching (active) and static (leakage) power dissipations

for the compared flip-flops are given in Table 3.2. It can be seen that the power

overhead of converting to pulsed soft-edge flip-flops is fairly low. In addition,

this power overhead reduces to negligible levels when compared to the overall

power dissipation of the aggressive voltage scaled design that employs SEFFs.
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Figure 3.4: Variation of the clock-to-output delay with different input data
arrival times

Table 3.2: Normalized static and switching power dissipations of Soft-Edge
Pulsed Flip-Flop, Regular Pulsed Flip-Flop and Standard Master-Slave Flip-
Flop at 1GHz

Power Dissipations at 1 GHz (Normalized)

Flip-Flop Type Switching Power Static Power

Master-Slave FF 1.00 0.25
Pulsed FF 1.09 0.44

Pulsed SEFF 1.13 0.51
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Chapter 4

Application of Soft-Edge Flip-Flops to VLSI

Designs

We described the design of soft-edge flip-flops in Chapter 3. The soft-

edge property gives the flip-flop the ability to capture data inputs arriving

later than the clock edge at the cost of increasing the clock-to-output delay

(relationship shown in Figure 3.4). In a sequential logic design, this property

translates to dynamic time borrowing and it can provide extra slack time to the

critical paths of the circuit by replacing these paths’ capturing flip-flops with

SEFFs. Afterwards, the extra slack time obtained by the modification can

be utilized in various ways such as overclocking (increasing clock frequency),

improving timing yield as studied in [34] or lowering power dissipation by

aggressive voltage scaling as discussed in detail in Chapter 2. In this chapter,

we present the application of the SEFFs to a practical VLSI design in order

to do aggressive voltage scaling and hence decrease power at a fixed clock

frequency.
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4.1 Reference Design: CMU-DSP

To apply our soft-edge flip-flop designs to a practical VLSI design, we

have used CMU-DSP which is a synthesizable DSP core project published

by the Carnegie Mellon University to provide low-power CAD benchmarking

[41]. CMU-DSP is modeled after the Motorola DSP-56002 processor but im-

plemented with reduced capabilities such as an incomplete instruction set and

no interrupts. The project RTL code is written in Verilog and test vectors

were provided to simulate execution of four different programs which we have

used as a base for functional verification. The overview of the CMU-DSP core

architecture as well as its interface to the outside is shown in Figure 4.1.
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X Memory
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Figure 4.1: Architectural diagram of CMU-DSP core and its memory interface
as described in [41]
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4.2 Synthesis Flow

The detailed synthesis flow diagram of the CMU-DSP core is presented

in Figure 4.2. The RTL specification of the design is first synthesized by

using Synopsys Design Compiler where the synthesis objective is selected as

“best timing effort” (maximum clock frequency). In addition, some parts in

the RTL were modified to give better synthesis results while keeping the same

RTL functionality. Examples to these modifications include the removal of the

incomplete scan chain from the design and replacing the latch based register

file with a flip-flop based one. The TSMC 0.18µm standard cell library is used

for the synthesis and the resulting structural netlist contains 1578 registers

having various master-slave flip-flop types with different drive strengths.

Since the structural netlist does not itself contain the RC parasitics

related with the physical layout, using it directly in the SPICE simulation

would mean ignoring the effect of the layout on timing and power and there-

fore decrease the quality and representativeness of the results significantly.

Therefore, we have used Synopsys IC Compiler to generate an automatically

placed and routed layout of the synthesized design with a target operating

frequency of 200 MHz. We have used the top-down approach for the RTL syn-

thesis and APR (automatic place & route) during the flow as this produced

better results compared to the hierarchical (bottom-up) and mixed (hierar-

chical synthesis + flat APR) approaches. The placed and routed design has

an area of 700µm by 700µm and a total of 128 pins. After APR, the post-

layout netlist is obtained which includes the clock distribution network and
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Figure 4.2: CMU-DSP synthesis flow
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some additional buffer stages in addition to the pre-layout netlist. In addition,

layout RC parasitics are extracted in SPEF format to be used later in SPICE

simulation.

Synopsys Primetime was used for static timing analysis (STA) both

at pre-layout and post-layout stages of the design. The timing information

obtained with this tool allowed us to better constrain the design and achieve

a higher operating frequency.

4.3 Simulation Flow

The post-layout Verilog netlist file and the RC parasitics (SPEF) file are

the main inputs of the simulation flow. Together, those two form an accurate

circuit model of the manufactured core and therefore are fit for evaluating the

effectiveness of applying the soft-edge flip-flop technique to a VLSI design.

We have used Synopsys HSIM to run post-layout circuit level simu-

lations. HSIM provides an adequate transistor-level simulation and analysis

environment which we have made use of for the functional verification of our

circuit and also for making timing and power measurements. Specifically, it

uses a hierarchical simulation algorithm that is able to eliminate redundant

computation for identical subcircuits, thereby accurately and efficiently sim-

ulating VLSI circuits containing tens to hundreds of millions of transistors.

Furthermore, it has the ability to back-annotate the layout parasitics into the

simulation, making this simulator ideal for our purpose.
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The complete simulation flow can be viewed in Figure 4.3. Firstly,

the Verilog netlist is converted to the equivalent SPICE netlist by using the

V2S tool provided by HSIM. The converted SPICE netlist together with the

SPEF parasitics file are ready for HSIM simulation. However, the core itself

does not contain a memory system or an embedded program and therefore it

needs to be fed instructions and data from outside. For this purpose, we have

prepared a RAM model that is similar to the behavioral model used in the

cycle-accurate testbenches provided with the project distribution. The RAM

model is written in Verilog-A as this language was directly supported by HSIM

for simulating subsystem models. As there are three different memories (X,

Y and P memories in Figure 4.1) in the CMU-DSP architecture, this RAM

model was used for providing the memory interfaces for all three of them.

Finally, we provide auxiliary simulation files with various contents such as

voltage source declarations and measurement commands. Among these, the

timing check commands are especially worth pointing out. HSIM provides

setup and hold timing check capabilities that monitor the transition of a node

with respect to a clock node within a predefined window. This allows us

to detect timing violations in critical paths and manually replace them with

SEFFs of appropriate transparency windows.

4.4 Simulation Results

At the beginning of the HSIM simulation, all three memory models

are loaded with the respective memory contents of the simulated benchmark
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program. There are four different benchmark programs provided with the

CMU-DSP project distribution and they are used for the functional verifica-

tion of the system. We have found out that for all of these test programs, the

critical paths indicated by the Primetime STA tool were never activated dur-

ing run time, allowing them to run at much higher frequencies. If we have kept

our baseline frequency as the one indicated by Primetime, there would be a lot

of slack time available for the critical paths activated during the test programs

and hence they would continue to run functionally correct at much lower volt-

ages / higher frequencies without the application of the SEFF technique. As a

result, this approach would not accurately show the power reduction effect of

the proposed SEFF technique. Accordingly, we chose our baseline operating

frequency as the one at which all of the benchmark programs produce correct

results and, at the same time, can barely satisfy timing.

We start with the simulation results for our baseline case that includes

flip-flops only from the standard cell library. The circuit is operated at nominal

conditions, which is VDD = 1.8V and T = 25◦C. For these conditions, the

minimum clock period was found to be Tclk = 5.6ns (i.e., Maximum frequency

is f≈179MHz). Note that the synthesis target frequency of 200 MHz was not

achieved due to the effect of RC parasitics in the layout. The HSIM simulated

power consumption values for the four different benchmark programs (FIR,

FFT, FIR64 and LMS) are shown in Table 4.1.

While applying the SEFF technique, initially, only 6 flip-flops out of the

total 1739 were selected for SEFF conversion. The paths to be modified were
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Table 4.1: Average power consumptions of the four different benchmark pro-
grams running on CMU-DSP

Average Power Consumption (mW)

Configuration VDD(V ) FIR FFT FIR64 LMS Average

Baseline 1.8 65.4 67.61 57.37 66.47 64.21 (100%)
SEFF-6 1.7 58.1 59.95 51.24 58.98 57.07 (89%)
SEFF-10 1.6 51.25 52.08 38.64 51.84 48.45 (75%)

chosen according to the results of the HSIM setup timing checks run during

the simulations of the baseline case. The modified circuit (SEFF-6) was then

simulated with a lower supply voltage of VDD = 1.7V and all benchmark

program outputs were verified to be correct in the simulation. The power

consumption was reduced by 11% in this case as can be seen from Table 4.1.

Decreasing the VDD further in the SEFF-6 configuration results in the

contamination of some parts of the programs’ outputs and also introduces new

setup time violations. To further scale the supply voltage, these setup time

violations were suppressed by making SEFF conversions at the respective paths

and also increasing the transparency windows of the previously converted ones.

This new configuration has a total of 10 SEFFs in the circuit and allows the

circuit to run at VDD = 1.6V . Accordingly, the overall power consumption is

decreased to 75% as shown in Table 4.1.

While it is certainly possible to further decrease the power consumption

by making additional SEFF conversions, the debugging process of the failing

circuits becomes harder as the voltage is scaled more aggressively. This is

mainly due to the lack of a sophisticated tool that can analyze and modify the
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failing paths in the transient SPICE simulation automatically. Since all of the

analyses and the circuit modifications have to be done manually, the applica-

tion and the verification of the SEFF technique become both time-consuming

and complex. Combined with the long simulation times of SPICE simulators,

it becomes impractical to manually apply more than a few iterations of this

technique on a VLSI circuit.

We would like finish this chapter by giving some comments about how

the soft-edge flip-flop technique (or any other aggressive voltage scaling tech-

nique) could be applied in a CAD environment. As pointed out, the input-

vector based functional verification and manual modification of the critical

paths is not an efficient and reliable way of applying an aggressive voltage

scaling technique. Nevertheless, we have used this approach in our study to

show the power reduction obtainable while running the benchmark programs

included in the CMU-DSP suite. Accordingly, it may be possible to further

scale the voltage reliably with the help of a CAD environment. In a general

VLSI design environment where the circuit needs to satisfy the timing for ev-

ery critical path (except the false paths), the use of an STA tool and a cell

library that can provide timing characterization at arbitrary voltage levels will

be a better fit for applying aggressive voltage scaling techniques such as the

soft-edge flip-flop method. Integrated with a back-end design tool that can

automatically replace critical path flip-flops with appropriate SEFF cells and

slow down the fast paths that violate the increased hold time requirements,

the effectiveness of the soft-edge flip-flop technique can be efficiently exploited.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Alternative methods of power reduction in digital circuits will gain

more importance as denser transistor packing render the application of the

commonly used low-power methods inadequate for satisfying the ever-growing

power and/or energy requirements of the systems. We have presented a com-

prehensive literature review of the existing popular low power techniques at

different levels of design hierarchy. Afterwards, we investigated recent low-

power techniques which implement the aggressive voltage scaling approach.

Among these, we have selected the soft-edge flip-flop technique for implemen-

tation as this can be applied to any arbitrary sequential logic circuit.

The previous research on soft-edge flip-flops used master-slave flip-flop

topology which is not very efficient to implement soft-edge property. We have

designed our soft-edge flip-flops based on the pulsed flip-flop topology which

readily provides an inherent narrow transparency window. The timing and

power overheads of the proposed soft-edge flip-flop were in tolerable ranges

when compared to the regular pulsed flip-flop and the master-slave flip-flop

used in the standard cell library. Furthermore, these overheads become neg-

ligible when the soft-edge flip-flop is used for replacing a limited number of
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critical path flip-flops in a VLSI circuit.

We have demonstrated the application of the proposed soft-edge flip-

flop in a practical VLSI design obtained from the CMU-DSP project. The

critical paths that are activated during the execution of four different bench-

mark programs are detected by the help of the HSIM SPICE simulator. The

flip-flops at the end of these critical paths are replaced with soft-edge flip-flops

with appropriate transparency windows, and the fast paths arriving to these

flip-flops are slowed down with extra buffer stages if they violate the hold time

requirement of the new SEFFs. The resulting system is then voltage-scaled

and the original functionality is again verified by HSIM simulation. An overall

power reduction of 25% is obtained in the aggressively voltage scaled system,

proving the effectiveness of the soft-edge flip-flop technique.

5.1 Future Work

It may be possible to improve the timing characteristics of the soft-edge

flip-flops by using improved flip-flop topologies. One potential candidate that

could yield better results is the Hybrid Latch Flip-Flop (HLFF) [35] as this

flip-flop topology inherently has the transparency window property. Therefore,

we hope to extend our study by characterizing the soft-edge version of this flip-

flop and then comparing it with the pulsed flip-flop topology used in this study.

Another extension we would like to make is to investigate the application of the

soft-edge flip-flop technique in a completely automated design environment to

better prove its applicability in a practical VLSI design flow. Finally, we would
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like to test the effectiveness of the soft-edge flip-flop technique in a general-

purpose microprocessor design as these systems are the spearheads that utilize

novel low-power techniques in commercial applications.
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